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Abstract - Numerical tool of Process Informatics Model (PrIMe) is mathematically rigorous and numerically efficient approach for 
analysis and optimization of chemical systems. It handles heterogeneous data and is scalable to a large number of parameters. The Bound-
to-Bound Data Collaboration module of the automated data-centric infrastructure of PrIMe was used for the systematic uncertainty and 
data consistency analyses of the H2/CO reaction model (73/17) and 94 experimental targets (ignition delay times). The empirical rule for 
evaluation of the shock tube experimental data is proposed. The initial results demonstrate clear benefits of the PrIMe methods for an 
evaluation of the kinetic data quality and data consistency and for developing predictive kinetic models. 
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1. Introduction 
 To reliably develop predictive reaction models for complex chemical systems requires integration of large amounts of 
theoretical, computational, and experimental data collected by numerous researchers. The integration entails assessment of 
the consistency of the data, validation of models, and quantification of uncertainties for model predictions.  
 Bound-to-Bound Data Collaboration, abbreviated hereafter as B2B-DC, is an optimization-based framework for 
combining models and experimental data from multiple sources to explore their collective information content; to test 
consistency among data and models; to identify sources of inconsistency; to discriminate among differing models [1-8]. 
 The general setting is as follows: numerical model, M(x) of a physical process with parametric dependence on 
unknown/uncertain physical parameters, x; prior knowledge/assumptions on the domain of parameters, [xmin, xmax], and all 
together on a hypercube x ; a collection of experimental observations e, referred hereafter as Quantities of Interest (QoI), 
with respective uncertainties, assessed as lower and upper bounds on the observed QoI values, i.e., Le and Ue for each e-th 
QoI. The computational models must produce outputs that are consistent with the experimentally observed bounds in the 
experimental reports. Hence additional constraints that the true parameters must satisfy are 
 
Le ≤ M(x) ≤ Ue     for all e. (1) 
 
 The subset of  satisfying (1) is called the feasible set, , of parameters. 
 Usually, the models M(x) are complex and take the form of differential equations that do not possess a closed-form 
solution. The integral part of the B2B-DC framework, one that makes the approach practical, is approximation of the M(x) 
outputs for given QoI by quadratic surrogate models. The above can now be summarized in the definition of the feasible set 
 
:= {x∈: Le ≤ Me(x) ≤ Ue   ∀e} , (2) 
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 where Me(x) designates a surrogate model of e-th QoI.  defined by (2) is simply all parameter values that jointly 
satisfy all of the prior information and are consistent with all experiment prediction models and actual observed outcomes. 
A parameter value that is not in  is at odds with at least one of these constraints. The true parameters must result in model 
predictions of all training experiments that are within the measurement bounds declared by the experimenters. 
 Together, these are the “bounds” that define . The mathematical methodology of B2B-DC invokes constrained 
optimization over the feasible set , [min
𝑥∈Φ
𝑓(𝑥)max
𝑥∈Φ
𝑓(𝑥)], where f is a function of interest.  
 Dataset consistency analysis identifies the validity and integrity of the data included in the analysis and identifies 
experimental QoI or model parameters x causing the dataset D (i.e., M(x), QoIs and their uncertainties) to be inconsistent. 
This analysis enhances the quality of the experimental data adopted for model parameter optimization over the feasible region 
of the parameter space. To assess it numerically, a consistency measure was introduced [2]. Associated with a given dataset 
D, it is notated CD and posed as an optimization problem, 
 
(3) 
 In this definition, the original constraints Le ≤ Me(x) ≤ Ue are augmented with a scalar γ, where positive values of γ 
imply tightening of the constraint, and negative values imply loosening. The consistency measure quantifies how much the 
constraints can be tightened while still ensuring the existence of a set of parameter values whose associated model predictions 
match (within the bounds) the experimental QoIs. The dataset is consistent if the consistency measure is nonnegative, and is 
inconsistent otherwise. 
 Model prediction.  The B2B-DC computation expresses the prediction interval for property P by model MP into two 
optimization problems for the lower and upper interval endpoints, LP and UP,  
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 The length UP–LP quantifies the amount of uncertainty in MP’s value conditioned on the fact that the true parameter 
vector is contained in the feasible set . 
 The results of the proposed analysis suggest a sequential procedure with step-by-step identification of outliers and 
inspection of the causes. The analysis identifies a specific direction to follow for improving dataset consistency and provides 
an estimate of the extent of possible improvement. Altogether, this numerical approach offers a tool for assessing 
experimental observations and model building and improvement.  
 In the present paper the B2B-DC module of PrIMe [1] was applied to the H2/CO sub-system of the kinetic model [9] 
to test the numerical algorithms, modules and user interface of the PrIMe and to perform a systematic uncertainty and 
consistency analysis of the model parameters and related experimental data (ignition delay times), to revise and to optimize 
the model parameters. 
 
2. PrIMe DataSet 
 A dataset unit should consist of the measured observation, uncertainty bounds on the measurement and thermo-kinetic 
data, and a model with the parameter uncertainties. Identification of active parameters via sensitivity analysis and 
development of a quadratic response surface via computer experiments arranged according to a factorial design. Organized 
in this manner, the dataset can be subjected to rigorous numerical analysis 
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2.1. Reaction Model 
 The CO/H2 mixture oxidation chemistry is the principal building block in the hierarchy of hydrocarbon oxidation 
models. In recent years, the role of syngas in sustainable combustion processes triggered further characterization of the 
CO/H2 combustion system [10]. 
 The H2/CO sub-model (6 elements, 17 species, 73 reactions) of C1-C2 reaction mechanism (also the base chemistry of 
DLR reaction data base ) [9] was used to perform systematic uncertainty and consistency analyses with the B2B-DC module 
of PrIMe. The reaction rate coefficients in the examined sub-model were reviewed with further attention to the pressure 
depending and multichannel reactions. In comparison to the study [6], the reaction rate coefficients for 
OH+OH(+M)=H2O2(+M) and CO+O(+M)=CO2(+M) were replaced with values following from [11-13]. The studied sub-
model was extended with OH* reaction sub-mechanism from [14] to reproduce more accurately the ignition delay times 
recorded in shock tubes by the OH* chemiluminescence measurements. Finally, reaction model was presented in the XML 
format adopted in PrIMe [1]. A preferred key (or PrIMe ID) was prescribed to each structural element in the reaction scheme. 
Each structural element has a link with the reference information file. Such constructed set of files defines the reaction model 
M(x) recorded in PrIMe. 
 
2.2. Ignition-delay-time QoI 
 Quantification of uncertainties in the shock tube is ultimately needed prior to undertaking any tuning of the kinetic 
parameters to match ignition QoI.  
 If some active phenomena in the shock tube experiments cannot be described by assuming homogeneous conditions 
(constant V, U system) behind the reflected shock, they are classified as “non-idealities” in the shock tube experiments [15-
24]. Both, facility-dependent effects and energy-release phenomena can increase the non-idealities and influence the 
instrument readings, thus adding to the uncertainty of experimental data. To evaluate the uncertainty bounds of the measured 
observations included in the dataset, the empirical algorithm is proposed. For that, the most strong non-ideality phenomena 
[15-24] were determined across the investigations and the facility-related and fuel-related factors, which affect these 
phenomena, have been identified.  
 The dominant non-ideality phenomena were attributed to two gas dynamics effects: i) boundary layer formation after 
incident shock wave interacts with reflected shock-wave (resulting in inhomogeneities of T and p behind the shock-wave 
and shock bifurcations); ii) post-shock compression (interaction of the reflected shock-wave with the contact surface). The 
second most important phenomena influencing the measurements uncertainty in the syngas systems is energy-release: the 
weak regime (the non-uniform/distributed ignition) and the strong regime (initiated by auto ignition at the end wall of the 
shock-tube) of ignition [20]. 
 The factors which influence these phenomena are: operating conditions; driven section length; driven section diameter; 
measured ignition time; mixture dilution and nature of carrier gas (CG). It was found that experimental data obtained by 
using large diameter shock tubes (~10 cm), dilute fuel/oxidizer mixtures in monoatomic gases, and short test times (less than 
about 500 μs) have the lowest uncertainty level. A correspondence with the diameter of the shock-tube and weak ignition is 
found: a larger diameter leads to an ignition delay close to that of a homogeneous reactor.  
 It was assumed that in the best case (strong ignition, diluted mixture, 𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 50 – 500 ms, shock tube diameter > 10 
cm) the uncertainty can be assumed ~15%. Deviations from these conditions are evaluated by adding a 5% uncertainty for 
each criterion not satisfied to the ideal case. For measured ignition delay time longer than 1000 μs, 5% uncertainty is added 
per every 1000 μs. Radical impurities were evaluated as extra 5% uncertainty. 
  Table 1 displays the selected shock tube experiments [25-29] with the uncertainty intervals evaluated with the proposed 
empirical rule.  
 
2.3. Active parameters 
 The surrogate models for numerical algorithms of B2B-DC are generated through modifications of active parameters, 
i.e., pre-exponential factors of the reaction rate coefficients of the most influential reactions. These reactions are determined 
through sensitivity analysis performed for each experimental QoI and presented in Table 2. 
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Table 1: Evaluation of uncertainty intervals for the selected shock tube experimental data. 
 
Ref. 
Driven 
section 
length, 
m 
Internal 
diameter, 
cm 
Temperature 
interval, K 
Pressure φ Dilution 
 
𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 
Integrated 
uncertainty  
% 
25 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
<15 atm 0,5 
none 
+5% 
100-500 s 30 
25 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
<15 atm 0,5 
none 
+5% 
500-1000 
s +5% 
35 
25 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
<15 atm 0,5 
none 
+5% 
1000-2000 
s +10% 
40 
25 10,7 16,2 > 1000 <15 atm 0,5 
none 
+5% 
100-600 s 
(+5%) 
30 
26 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5 
none 
+5% 
500-1000 
s +5% 
40 
26 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5 
none 
+5% 
1000-2000 
s +10% 
45 
26 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5 
none 
+5% 
2000-3000 
s +15% 
50 
27 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
<15 atm 
0,5-
1 
none 
+5% 
600-2000 
s +10% 
40 
27 10,7 16,2 
< 1000 
+5% 
<15 atm 
0,5-
1 
yes 
600-1200 
s +10% 
35 
28 11,12 9,82 > 1000 >15 atm +5% 0,5 yes 300-500 s 25 
28 11,12 9,82 > 1000 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5 yes 
500-1000 
s +5% 
30 
28 11,12 9,82 > 1000 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5 yes 
500-1000 
s +5% 
30 
29 
4,72           
+5% 
15,24 > 1000 <15 atm 0,5;1 yes 20 -500s 25 
29 
4,72           
+5% 
15,24 > 1000 <15 atm 0,5;1 yes 
500 -
1000s 
+5% 
30 
29 
4,72        
+5% 
15,24 > 1000 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5;1 yes 20-500s 30 
29 
4,72        
+5% 
15,24 > 1000 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5;1 yes 
500-1000s 
+5% 
35 
29 
4,72        
+5% 
15,24 > 1000 
>15 atm 
+5% 
0,5;1 yes 
1000-
2000s 
+10% 
40 
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Table 2: Reactions identified for model optimization. 
 
t Active Variables  # Active Variables 
1 H2+O<=>OH+H   15  H+HO2<=>O2+H2   
2  H+O<=>OH   16  H+H2O2<=>HO2+H2   
3  H+HO2<=>O+H2O   17  OH+H2O2<=>HO2+H2O   
4  H+H2O2<=>OH+H2O   18  HO2+HO2<=>O2+H2O2   
5  OH+OH<=>O+H2O   19  O2+CO<=>O+CO2   
6  O+H2O2<=>OH+HO2   20  H+HCO<=>H2+CO   
7  H+HO2<=>OH+OH   21  OH+CO<=>H+CO2   
8  OH+HO2<=>O2+H2O   22  HCO+O2 <=>OH+CO2   
9  O+HO2<=>OH+O2   23  HCO+O2 <=>HO2+CO   
10  OH+H2<=>H+H2O   24  HO2+CO <=>OH+CO2   
11  H+O2<=>HO2   25  O+HCO<=>OH+CO   
12  H2+O2<=>2OH   26  O+HCO<=>H+CO2   
13  H+O2<=>O+OH   27  HCO<=>H+CO   
14  2H<=>H2   28  O+CO<=>CO2   
 
3. General Results 
 
3.1. Dataset Consistency (Data Quality) 
 The Consistency analysis [2] has been performed for the dataset that included the present reaction model and 
experimental data from Table 1.  
 The first results of the dataset consistency analysis indicated the high inconsistency of examined dataset. First, 7 
experimental QoI, which did not exhibit a maximum OH* in the calculated OH* profile with the nominal parameter values, 
were excluded from the dataset, because the ignition delay time could not be fixed in this case. Then, other 5 QoI with 
relatively large fitting error (> 3% error) have been also deleted from the analysis. All other 83 QoIs of the dataset were fitted 
with quadratic surrogate models with on-design errors not exciding 1% and off-design error below or about 2%. This 
investigation revealed that 22 dataset units are self-inconsistent. Self-inconsistency means that no point in the rate constant 
domain can reproduce the experimental observation within its uncertainty bounds.  
 To further ensure the consistency of 61 experimental QoI with the studied reaction model, the uncertainty bounds of 
some experimental QoI have been increased (related to those evaluated with proposed empirical rule, Table 1) through B2B-
DC calculations, Fig.1. Finally 43 experimental QoI were included in the further B2B-DC procedure. 
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Fig. 1: The performed changes of the uncertainty bounds to 
bring the dataset into consistency. 
Fig. 2: Optimal model predictions using optimization 
methods LS-H, LS-F, and 1N-F. 
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3.2. Reaction Model Optimization 
 After a consistent dataset was obtained, the H2/CO data-mode system was subjected to model-parameter optimization 
over the feasible region of the parameter space [30]. Optimization on a feasible set using LS-F and 1N-F methods ensured 
that all model predictions fell within the uncertainties of experimental targets. Method LS-H is a least-squared minimization 
constrained to the prior-knowledge hypercube, -F constrains the minimization to the feasible set, . 
Method 1N-F is a one-norm minimization constrained to the feasible set, . 
 Adding experimental uncertainties to parameter uncertainties, the rate coefficients of the 28 most influential reactions, 
Table 2, have been then optimized, i.e., feasible set for the studied model have been defined. All 43 experimental targets and 
their corresponding optimal model predictions are shown in Fig. 2.  
The ratios of optimal to initial values for 28 rate coefficients obtained with methods LS-H, LS-F and 1N-F are displayed in 
Fig. 3. Inspection of these results indicates, as expected [30], that the number of the rate constants changed by optimization 
is the smallest for method 1N-F, whereas methods LS-H and LS-F changed many of them, often pushing their optimized 
values to the respective upper or lower bounds. Fig.4 demonstrates the ignition delay time [28] calculations performed with 
original and optimized models. 
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Fig. 3: Ratios of optimal to initial values for 28 pre-exponential 
factors of rate coefficients A obtained with methods LS-H, LS-F, 
and 1N-F. Error bars indicate the specified variable ranges. 
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Fig. 4: Optimal model predictions of data [28] using optimization 
methods LS-H, LS-F and 1N-F. The bars indicate the specified data 
and changed ranges. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 Numerical toll of Process Informatics Model (PrIMe) is mathematically rigorous, numerically efficient approach for 
analysis of chemical systems handles heterogeneous data and is scalable to a large number of parameters. The B2B-DC 
module of the automated data-centric infrastructure PrIMe was used to perform systematic uncertainty and consistency 
analyses of the H2/CO reaction system (73/17) and 94 experimental targets. For an evaluation of uncertainty bounds of 
experimental data the empirical rule was developed based on the literature data. The Consistency analysis of the B2B-DC 
module selected the experimental QoI, which were inconsistent with the dataset units in the given uncertainty bounds. 
Finally, 43 experimental data of ignition delay times and 28 reaction rate coefficients of active (most influential reactions 
defined through sensitivity analysis) parameters were included in the dataset and the feasible set of parameter values was 
found. The B2B-DC framework is applied to the parameter model optimization over the feasible set 
 It is shown, that B2B-DC module of the PrIMe is effective to examine the influence of parameter and experiment 
uncertainties on the optimal solution and to identify experimental targets that are most difficult to match as well as model 
parameter values that are likely to be questionable. The initial results demonstrate clear benefits of applied tool for developing 
predictive kinetic models.  
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